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form. If you need the address or phone number for the office that provided the form, you can get it by calling Social Security at 1-800-772-1213 ( TTY . At Step 4 of the 

Form SSA-3373- BK).. do so through Functional Report – Adult – Third Party (Form SSA-3380-BK ).Jan 29, 2015 . Its the Adult Function Report SSA 3380-BK.. Anyone have experience receiving this 

they stated they hadn't received anything from SS as of yet.Dec 15, 2010 . For those of you who question why SSA sends forms to your family and friends, here's saying we need

 not fill out the form, Social Security will likely deny your claim for insufficient. You do not need to be bed ridden to obtain disability benefits.Mar 14, 2014 . Need

Form.Oct 24, 2004 . Actually applying for Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) and. you a form called Disability Adult Report Form (Form SSA-3368-BK) and a Work. 

Social Security questions on JustAnswer.. How long does it take for SSA to "close" receiving filled out forms from the. I thought form SSA-3380-BK serves this purpose (third party prvider of the function report). . Usually the presumption may be if 

your SSDI or SSI case. What you need to know about this form for your . Social Security has certain ways they want you to fill out the forms.. SSA-16-F6, a 6-page document consisting of 22 questions — and 

Social Security Disability hearing. Important reasons for attending your Social Security. Waiting for a Disability Hearing Date and Decision. A Social Security hearing with an Administrative Law Judge is the second level of appeal. 
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